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1. IDENTIFYING THE NEEDS OF THE JOB
You know what you need in a future employee. At Plum, we help you 
and many other hiring managers quantify their needs to easily match 
candidates with every job in their company, every time. In an automat-
ed 10-minute Match Criteria Survey, hiring managers indicate the most 
important aspects for the job. Plum then automatically calculates a 
Plum Match Score for each applicant’s Talent Assessment results.

2. LEARNING ABOUT EACH CANDIDATE
89% of hires fail due to attitude, not skill. Understanding how your 
employees fit into your company and how to pinpoint these traits is 
key to cultivating high-performing culture. By sending all of your can-
didates through the Plum Talent Assessment, you can instantly learn 
about your applicants’ character, where they find their self worth, and 
the amount of complexity they can handle on the job.

The Plum Talent Assessment has three sections...

Plum Problem Solving Plum Personality Plum Social Intelligence
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3. MATCHING CANDIDATES TO THE JOB
The Plum Match Score reveals great candidates who are ideal for 
your role; preventing overlooked potential missed by resumes and 
interviews. Our Match Score is based on your input into the Plum 
Match Criteria Survey and the candidates’ Talent Assessment results 
to determine the best fits. The Match Scores are listed along side the 
names of every candidate. Shortlist immediately to bring in the candi-
dates with the highest potential for each job. For example, from your 
Plum candidate pool, a 75 Match Score may be a good fit, while a 95 
Match Score will be a great fit. This allows you to create a shortlist in a 
matter of minutes, not hours or even days.

4. DIG DEEPER INTO YOUR SHORTLIST
The Plum Candidate Profile is where hiring managers can dig deeper 
with regards to how a candidate will fit into your job and company. It 
also gives advice on what to expect if you interview them. For 
instance, you may not care if the person is introverted for your role, 
but knowing this for an interview is important as introverts tend to 
interview worse than their extraverted peers.

5. STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
Plum provides a structured interview guide based on the needs of the 
role determined by the Plum Match Criteria Survey. This gives inter-
viewers the ability to ask the same questions to every interviewee 
while creating a scoring matrix to help determine next steps. If the job 
requires Industriousness, for example, you can choose questions that 
revolve around the interviewees industriousness, with secondary 
prompt questions if needed.

Regardless of how large your applicant pool is, Plum will bring those candidates that best 
fit the job and your company culture to the top of your list instantly. All without requiring 
hours and hours of resume screening and time consuming interviews.

app.plum.io/trialIf you haven’t already, try Plum for FREE at:


